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The pattern of .seruice d~livery in metropolitan Manila did not signifi~
cantly improve despite the reorganization of the metropolitan localgooernments with the creation .of a Metro Manila Commission (MMC). Although
. the MMC experiment was designed to control rapid urbanization and unrestrained growth in the MetropoiitanIdanila Area (MMA) , it was actually
. part of successive political maneuvers to. stabilize. and consolidate the Marcos·
. regime. The reorganization in effect centralized metropolitan governance.
'througn the Ministry of Human· Settlements 'and at the same time severely
curtailed the power of local governments. "As long as metropolitan governance
continues to be a direct part in the national power game, there uull be no
substantial change in the pattern of service delivery and living conditions in
the MMA.

Introduction
. Rapid urb~nizationin the Thkd Worid has become one of the most
pressing developmental problems today .. The explosive nature of urbaniza-.
tion is highlighted by its demographic dimension, Whereas in 1975; some
840 million people, or 28 percent of the total population of Third World
countries, lived in urban areas,by the year 2000 the urban population will
, have increased to more than 2 billion, so that by then, some 42 percent ~f
third World population will be city dwellers. I According to Kingsley Davis,
there will then be from 330 to.420 cities with more than one million residents. The number of urban areas with more than 10 million inhabitants will
be somewhere between 40 to 70; including eight with more than 30 million
inhabitants. 2 .
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Metro Manila is .one of these giant cities. According to recent estimates,
..8.5 million! people live in this primate city in a land area of 636 square
kilometers. In other words, about 17 percent of the country's population is
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crowded together in less than 0.2 percent _of Philippine territory. Metro
Manila's growth averages 4.61 percent per annum." However, the city's
slum and squatter areas, the most visible indicators of its rapid growth,
would double every 15 years. If demographic projections would prove correct, more than 15 million people will live in Metro Manila at the end of the
century.
The countless problems created by rapid 'and uncontrolled urban
growth, which have been well-documented in other large cities, have affected
Manila as well: sprawling slums and squatter settlements, un(der)employment, and an inadequate infrastructure characterized by insufficient potable
water and power supplies, inadequate sewage and drainage systems, too few
toilets, unpaved roads, deteriorating health and sanitary conditions, inadequate public mass transportation, traffic jams and an increasing number of
.ecological problems such as air and water pollution.
On November 7, 1975, by virtue of Presidential Decree (PD) No. 824,President Ferdinand E. Marcos created the Metro Manila Commission (MMC)
which was intended to operate as a supralocal metropolitan government. The
decree, as well as official announcements, saw the restructuring of metropolitan government as a fundamental step towards a more effective management to respond to Metro Manila's urban problems. The government expected that administrative reorganization would transform the Philippine capital
from a "dying city" into a dynamic "City of Man." This ambitious goal was
meant to be pursued through a general improvement of public services and
better and more comprehensive urban planning for the entire metropolitan
region.
The Philippine government and urban experts considered the MMC as
a unique administrative experiment in its attempts to control urban growth
in a large agglomeration like the Metropolitan Manila Area (MMA). A lot of
inputs were poured in the MMC, especially in the initial phase, by the government, the academic community and international aid organizations, in
order to develop a working administrative machinery. The prevailing arrangement of an authoritarian government was considered to be an asset for the _
MMC experiment, because martial law seemed to have tremendously strengthened the executive capacities of the state and at the same time put an end
to the activities of elected politicians, which were believed by many to be
obstacles to efficient and rational administration. Based on field research in
1979-1980 and 1981, this article attempts to appraise how far these farreaching goals have _been realized. The organizational changes and their
impact on politcial decision-making will be examined, as well as the MMC's
performance in service delivery. Some conclusions will be put forth which
seek to explain the decision-making structure and the pattern of service
delivery in Metro Manila. A tentative assessment of the present conditons
and the future prospects of the MMC will also be provided.
January
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. The Creation of the Metro Manila Commission
Even before the declaration of martial law on September 21, 1972,
proposals had already been made to reorganize the governmental system of
the Greater Manila Area, which hitherto was an agglomeration of numerous
independent local governments." While some of these local entities enjoyed
a comparatively broad scope of autonomy, there was little coordination and
cooperation in terms of finding common solutions to problems affecting the.
entire metropolitan area (e.g., fire prevention, housing, peace and order,
water supply, flooding, urban planning, etc.). Local governments primarily
served as power bases for rival national and local politicians.
The reorganization theme intensified after the declaration of martial
law, generating no less than nine new schemes before 1975. 6 Finally, after
holding a referendum on the issue in February 1975, President Marcos issued
P.D. No. 824, establishing later in the year a new metropolitan government
with jurisdiction over four cities and 13 municipalities. The MMC was created
as an organization to encourage the delineation of metrowide urban development projects and to improve metropolitan planning, coordination and plan
implementation, thereby bringing about a general upgrading in the delivery
of pu blic services.

•

A brief look at the powers vested in the new metropolitan body revealed that the government painstakingly selected those components of the
various reorganization schemes that promised to give it utmost control over
the political decision-making process in Metro Manila. For instance, the
MMC was given a highly centralized structure. The Commission was placed
directly under the control and supervision of the President, thus, endowing
him with a wide range of prerogatives in metropolitan affairs. Apart from
this, the MMC received policy-making and supervising powers at the expense of the local governments within the MMA. Although the local governments continued to render essential public services, they were stripped of
most of their former powers which had earlier given them political weight.·
This included the severe weakening of the municipal boards and city councils, the scrapping of their budgetary powers and a further erosion of their
personnel management functions which were already restricted by Philippine
local government legislation.
P.D. No. 824 provided the MMC with the exclusive power to perform
executive, policy-making and general administrative functions, which meant
the de facto suspension of the hitherto existing vertical and horizontal
separation of powers in metropolitan politics." A metrowide legislative body
in which representatives of the people could articulate the needs, demands
and complaints of their constituencies was absent. Metro Manila was, thus,
ruled by the principle of the concentration and unification of powers in a
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. single bodyand, as a result-of thecomposition of that body.dn actual faet
a single person. The First Lady, Mrs. .ImeldaR, Marcos, was named Governor .
.0f·Metro Manila, while the.other major positions of the MMC,e.g.~ the Vice-.
Governor and oneCommissioner each for Planning,Finance and Operations;'
until1980~8
.
.
remained vacant
.
.

Ins~ad"

~plem~Ilting'

.•,
of
the' organizational structure as provided. by .
P.D:No. 824, the First Lady. appointed an Executive Secretary arid a team
.. of so-called. "Action Officers" responsible for major servicesIike finance, .
. health; infrastructure; housing, peace and .order, transport,' planning, opera- .
tions, information, education and traffic; 9 Most of the Action Officers were
at the same time high~ianidng officials in various national government agen'. .cies with dOSE! links either 'to the President himself or .to the First Lady."
. Through this move, the: structure of the ·MMC became even further centralized, . thereby effectively transforming metropolitan igovernance, Into .• a
nationlil·governmentconcern. Apartfrom the fact that through the. gov•. ,erJwrship of the First Lady, political decision-making could be completely
.: .monopolized by the inner circle Of the ruling elites, the dual.functionsof
the Action Officers. as national government officialson one hand and as
.metropolitan managers on the other, made-sure that even routineadministrative workwas under the control of a few trusted supporters of the regime.J" .
,

'The de facto administration-of Metro. Manila, through the. national'
·government;.was formalized when President FerdinandE. Marcos' created
in'Jurie'1978 the Ministry of Human Settlements (MHS) through P.D. No.
, 1396. ·The vast powers and functions vested in this ministry and the subse'quentappointment of'Mrs, Marcos as Minister of Human Settlements made' .
the ·MHSa superbody within the: national government.Jts action program .
. called BLISS (BagongLipunan 'Improvement.of.Sites and Services) affected
'. virtually' every. aspect of human life. BLISS was designedto provide the Fili~ .
. pinos with what the MHS planners. liked tocall·the "eleven basic needs" .
(e.g., . water,power, food; shelter, clothing; health services, education and
. culture, sports and recreation,ecologic31,management; rnobilityandIiveli- .
hood: lind economic base); .Other priorities which were lined up were the
. planning of. infrastructure. projects,upgrading of depressed .areas, arid the
.' development, of new towns, As the lead agency of the. program, the MHS
was givenawiderange of.powers to interfere with. the planning and deci-.
sion-making of all government services which in someway were involved in
the implementation of BLISS.
.

.' :P.,D. No.1 396 placed theadmihistration.of Metro Manilaunderth.e
responsibility Of the. MHS.· .This;: in .effect, made the' MMCan "attached .
agency" of. the.MHS. The dominating influence of. the First Lady andthe •
. MHS. The. dominating influence of the First Lady and the MRS in. metro.· .'
....• politan, affairs .soon became evident,' as' some .key .administrators "(among
them, th~ Executive Secretaryof the MMC,.Eduardo Soliman) and ACtion
'January . .'
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Officers were replaced. The MHS staff increasingly took over adrriinistrative
functions in the capital region (e.g., planning, housing, land use, etc.) and
MHS programs like BLISS or the "rolling stores" project filled the headlines
of Manila's major dailies.

•

•

The effort to exert tighter control over metropolitan affairs also affected
the local and sub-local levels. It has already been pointed out earlier that the
local units lost their budgetary powers to the MMC. Left with only a minimal influence on their budgetary decisions, the local governments in the
MMA had virtually no chance to develop alternative program activities for
their jurisdictions different from the program priorities set by the MHS and
the MMC. Furthermore, these alternative program activities had to be reflected in the annual budget proposals of the local governments and' submitted to the MMC where it was closely scrutinized by a panel of reviewers
before the MMC's approval could be obtained. Politically speaking, the
tight control over the local budgets meant that no program activities could
be launched in the MMA which could have challenged and thereby consequently threatened the legitimacy of government policies. I I
The establishment of the MMC, and later the MHS, also redefined the
role of the mayors and local legislatures. The mayors, who formerly enyoyed
a relatively strong influence (although this depended on their position vis-avis the local council) on municipal politics (at least in the Greater Manila
, Area), were stripped of their political powers and had to follow the prerogatives of the MHS and the MMC. Although their' political stature varied
according to the size and importance of the local unit they represented or
their proximity to key' influentials within the national government, they
generally performed as administrative agents of the MMC/MHS at the local
level. Mayors like Quezon City's Norberto Amoranto or Caloocan City's
Marcial Samson, whose loyalty and cooperation toward the new metropolitan government, and hence toward the martial law administration, were
questioned, and who seemed to possess a strong power base of their own,
were dismissed and replaced by new appointees. Periodic threats of purging
unreliable administrators and politicians, as, well as the fact that the new
mayors owed, their appointments to the President, further ensured that they
closely folio wed the political course of the MMC/MHS. 12
'
,

I

Unlike the Philippine Congress, the almost, 1,500 local government
councils in the country were not suspended following the declaration of
martial law; possibly such a measure would have been way beyond the actual
powers of a political regime that was still in its consolidating stage. However,
with the expiration of the tenure of the local councils in October 1975,
President Marcos issued P.D. No. 826, which replaced these with the Sanggu, niang Bayans (SBs). In Metro Manila, the establishment of SBs had been
announced earlier as part of the provisions laid down in'P.D. No. 824. While
the SBs were formally introduced as a device to broaden the representative•
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. ·~e~sof .the local councils primarily by extending theirmembership, in reality;
their constitution was a shrewd move. to outmaneuver the politically unreli..'able incumbents :who. had strongly'oPPosl:!d the reorganization of metropolitan government through sheet numerical superiority of regime.supporters.
· Through. the-appointment of. barangay 'officialsvrepresentatives of ,the barangay youth organization (Kabataang Barangay) and of various societal
sectors (capital.rprofessional, industrial· and agricultural labor) . following·
a highiy obscure (s)electionproce<hire, the membership of .the former local:
councils was enlarged three or four times its originalsize, While, the SBs of
', 'the local unitsoutside Metro Manila retainedmost of their former legislative .
functions and-budgetary powers, the government played it safe in Metro
Manila, by . giving only recommendatory powers to the SBs. Finally.vafter
only a few sessions which touchedprimarily.on rather irrelevant topics (like
· the renaming of streets); the SBs were suspended in mid-1976 and were
. hever revitalized ever since. 1 3.
.....
. .
Within a few ~Orithsafter the declaration of martial law, the govern", .
·menthad begun to consolidate its position at the sub-local levelby establishing . neighborhood .organizations. (barangays) throughout thecountry, AIthough.vthe Marcos administration portrayed the bararigaysas bodies to
broaden citizen participation, .to. support the bureaucracy in the 'delivery of
vital services, .and to act as agents of development, it soon became. evident
that they served primarily as devices to exert controlover poverty-stricken
and crisis-ridden (urban) areas. Their lack of democratic substance was·
~learlydemonstratedby the fact that the-overwhelming majority or' the
barangay officials were riot elected by the neighborhood constituency but -,
were instead appointed 'and were staunch government. loyalists. .Instead"
of promoting democracy arid development, the barangays performed a
variety of police functions which ranged from assisting the military in hunting down "subversive" elements arid dispersing demonstrations,to crime
prevention and traffic regulation. Occasionally, they also mobilized the
people to participate in regime-sponsored referenda and staged other forms
'. of mass actions which altogether had thesole function of providing the
martial law administration with some semblance of legitimacy. Apart from
that, they were used as instrumentalities of the government in theimplE:i-·
mentation of its projects. People. participation was thereby defined in, a
narrow sense as participation in government programs: Communication flow ..
was only one way from top to bottom,··
.. .
.

.

Metropolitan Reorganization and Service Delivery
While the government thoroughly reorganized the metropolitan administrative system in a way that gave. it vast controlling anddecision-making. ...
powers, the pattern of public services did not change significantly in the
.January
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majority of service sectors. Although it cannot be denied that occasionalor
. temporary improvements have been achieved in some service sectors, the :
overriding goals which were the main rationale for the reorganization, e.g.,
an improved planning and coordination process, a more balanced and economicalpattern .of services delivery through the metrowide integration of
major services and the improvement of the living conditions of the urban
poor, have not been substantially met.

•

•

Among the more successful changes brought about under the new
metropolitan setup was the standardization of the real property and business
taxes whicherided the hitherto stiff competition among local units in
attracting industry, commerce and other business ventures. This competition
was a major factor contributing to an accelerated widening of revenue
disparities, and hence imbalances, in the delivery of public services among
. the local units within the MMA. In addition, soon after the creation of the
MMC, a unit called Real Property Assessment Services in cooperation with
METROFINDS (a planning and research division attached to the MMC on.
the initiative of the World Bank) and the Bureau of Lands began to implement multicadastral surveys aimed at adjusting. the existing real property
assessment level to actual market values. According to the World Bank's
Manila Urban Sector Survey, the assessment level for real property was way
. below the 50 percent margin of the market value throughout the MMA.
The range was from 50 percent in the City of Manila to 13 percent in NavotaS. 1 4 Between 197.4 and 1978, the assessed value of real property increased
by almost 100 percent,from. "P15.41 billion to 1"29 billion. I 5 In some
municipalities such as San Juan and Makati, the improvement of tax maps
and pilot projects with computerized tax assessments raised tax collection
from 80 to 90 percent of their assessed value. I 6
However, despite the fact that between 1975 and 1979, the income of
the local governments within the MMA almost doubled, disparities among
the local units remained unchanged. Also, by taking into account an average
inflation rate of 8.40 percent between 1975 and 1979,th.e income increase
appeared modest in real terms, riot exceeding 23 percent. Moreover, at least
78 percent of local government revenues had to be spent for fixed purposes:
a 20 percent contribution to the MMC, an 18 percent contribution to the
Integrated National.iPolice and around 40 percent for salaries and wages.
Taking into· account additional expenses for maintenance, supplies and
materials, as well as ad hoc expenditures for MMC projects which had. not
been originally appropriated in the budget, little was left for urban development projects.
.
In other service sectors, success stories were thinly spread. Neither
could government coordination problems"? be overcome nor the proliferation of agencies checked, because.the reorganization of the metropolitan
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government became a permanent process and barely adjusted to theexistihg.·
structures. Moreover, the new. supralocal bodies were supported by only a
rudimentary organizational infrastructure and this had to rely primarily on
various national government agencies in their administrative actions.
. . Although theMMC and the MHS were extremely busy in launchirig new·
projects and programs, the impact of most of them was seemingly felt only
in terms of media coverage. Numerous projects, allegedly designed to improve the living conditions of the poorer sectors of the metropolitan popu.. lation, were started with much fanfare but soon bogged down due to financial constraints, poor planning or implementation and a rather frequent.'.
change of policy priorities. Moreover, many projects such as the administra- .
tions'sshowcase projects which were undertaken mostly with foreign assistance, often unilaterally benefitted either supporters of the regime.vthe
better-off, or both groups. In the case ofmost housing projects, for instance,
. the impact on the living conditions of the actual target group, the urban
.
.
poor, was more often than.not.adverse.
Taking into account the an~ounced purpose of the MMG of integrating·
public services at the metropolitan level, it has to' be stated that, strictly
speaking, only one service sector, namely refuse and garbage collection, has
been actually integrated. However, after some temporary improvements in
the garbage collection and refuse disposal in the second half of the seventies, .
most observes today agree that this service is in the same deplorable state
that it used to be before 1975. Despite the creation of a 12,000. strong
work force of street cleaners - the Metro Aides -- to absorb otherwise ..
jobless, unskilled laborers, their deployment only along the major thoroughfares, in the central business districts and at tourist spots did not con- ' .
, tribute significantly to an improvement of the cleanliness problem in those
'
residential areas where the average Manilan lived. .
The list of projects that benefitted a few but mainly disregarded the
. needs of the common man could be continued at length. The low-cost
.housing projects built under the aegis ofthe MMC (with the National Housing
Authority as the lead agency and in particularthe.Mlffl), are a good example.
All four types of housing projects implemented at.the time of field research
(e.g., slum upgrading, sites-and-services," squatter relocation and Orban
BLISS) had one thing in common: they were unaffordable to the majority.
of the urban poor, but instead benefitted government employees, army per- •
sonnel, barangay officials. and other supporters of the administration. In the
case of the ambitious World Bank-assisted Tondo .foreshore upgrading project and the sites-and-services project inDagat-Dagatan, nearly 60 percent of
the targetted beneficiaries were unable to pay the rent or the down payment
and installments once they opted for the purchase of the improved lots ~
and houses} 8 Due tofhe application of cost recoveryv Iarge numbers of
January
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slum dwellers and squatters who were entitled to a lot in these housing
projects have meanwhile sold out their rights to more affluent middle-and
lower-middle class familes from elsewhere.

•

•

However, those families who were not recognized as "legal squatters"
(e.g., families that settled on river banks, along railway tracks, on land set
aside by the state for infrastructure development or those who settled in a
squatter community "after a certain deadline specified by the authorities)
were evicted and relocated to the resettlement areas of Sapang Palay, San
Pedro, Gen. Mariano Alvarez (formerly Carmona) and Dasmarifias, or, before
being moved there, to one of five Emergency Relocation Centers in Metro
Manila.) 9 When it became evident that the existing relocation facilities
were unable to absorb more squatters from the capttal,? 0 a fifth relocation
center was opened in 1982 in Tala Estate, Caloocan City. Since all of these
resettlement areas were located between 20 and 40 kilometers outside
Metro Manila, relocation was equivalent to a socio-economic uprooting of
the families affected by it. Families .lost their employment, costs of living
rose tremendously, and services were totally inadequate. Social networks
that have developed in the slum and squatter areas over decades and which
provided at least some protection against destitution were also destroyed. In
the meantime, the anti-squatting law tightened up under martial law. Until
1973, squatting was only treated as a public nuisance, but under P.O. No.
296 and, more explicitly, P.O. No. 772, it was declared acriminal offense,
punishable by imprisonment or fine. Without the commensurate government
programs to provide the necessary facilities or to improve the financial capability of low-income families so they could afford better housing, the government's anti-squatting legislation tremendously increased the pressure on
them in their struggle for survival. 2 )
Finally, the Urban BLISS project of the MHS, although initially announced as a housing project for the poorest ten percent of Manilans, was
another of the MHS' numerous expensive prestige projects. Whereas the slum
upgrading and sites-and-services projects aimed at benefiting more than
200,000 families, Urban BLISS added only 2,471 units to the capital's
housing stock.? 2 Its contribution to the solution of Manila's housing shortage, which was put at 330,000 units, was thus negligible.? 3 Moreover, as the
rent amounted to no less than 1'500 a month, the project turned out to be
affordable only to the upper 10 percent of Manila's family income distribution.I"
The problems in the housing sector and the rapid growth of more than
415 depressed areas in the capital were primarily caused by a land use pat. tern that on the one hand was controlled by market forces and on the other
by erratic and unpredictable government interventions that were often inseparably linked with various forms of corruption and manipulation. As a
result land prices spiralled within the MMA and, according to a recent study,
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increased between )00 .and 775 percent within the last five years alone.i"
Needless to say, except for the upper 20 percent of the family income distribution, the majority of the urban populationwas priced out of thehous, ing market and had to resort to squatting or dwelling in overcrowded; dila,pidated housing units, '
'
'
.
,

,

'

This was the background against which zoning regulations and an urban '
land refonn law were issued. The zoning law of 1978, however, was based "
on incomplete ro,dat times erroneous data as the land-use survey was undertaken only by barangayofficials and high school students and had to be replaced by a new zoning ordinance in 1981. 2 6
.'
,
,
.

."

.

.

.

.

,
' The ~rban land reform program, ded~ed by virtue of PD No. 1517
, and' Proclamation No. 1893 in 1979, was perceived as a counterpart of the
agrarian landreform program which the martial law administration launched,
'as a cornerstone of its newly inaugurated "New Society" in 1972. The major
provisions of the Decree were that real property transactions now had to
be registered with an approval by the government, land use had to be, in
, ',' accordance with government development, plans-and,' through the granting
of the right of-first refusal, bona ride residents were given greater protection'
from eviction in case the landlord decided to sell the land. As an ultimate
option, toImplement the regulations laid down in the Decree, the government ,was endowed with power 'of expropriation.' A few days later; subsequent legislation was passed freezing-the prices' of land and rentals of residen- '
tial 'and commercial units to not more than'P300 per month,
'
,Understandably,these measures were vehemently' opposed by land,
owners, .the construction and real estate industries" and .the businesscommunity in general. .Land was a strategic commodityfor use as collateral in
securing loans or credits; particularly in times of economic recession. Consequently, increasing land prices .augmented an applicant's potential to obtain
credits. ,The opponents of the land reform edict thus argued that the decrees
would not only .represehtan illegitimate interve~tion intothe principle of
. free enterprise, and cause the collapse 'of the construction and realty industries, but would in general affect national development prospects in a
,
' " .
,
highly unfavorable way ~ ,

Confro~ted

with the concerted oppositon of these powerful' grOUPS,',
, .
President Marcos adhered to their counter-proposals aimed at restricting ,
urban land reform to "depressed areas.' Inline withthisamendment, which
was.later incorporated in Proclamation No. 1967, property transactions were.
permitted to be conducted as before, without any limitations on 90 percent'
·of the MMA, ,whereas land reform legislation covered only the remaining',
,.10 .percent. All turban land reformactitivites were now focused, in 244
slums. arid squatter, settlements which;. from the point of view of capitalist
interests, were marginal lands unprofitable for development,' However, as
. '.', -.'
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only "legitimate tenants" (e.g.,persons who have legally occupied the land
· by contract continuously for the last 10 years and built their house thereat).
could become beneficiaries of. urban land reform, all squatters were a priori
excluded.i'I'hus, only 15 percent or 150,000 persons of a population ofap'. proximately one million living in the land reform zones were eligible to benefit from .the legislation. in other words, urban land reform affected only 1.8
percent of the entire metropolitan population. 2 7
. .

•

As a consequence of such restrictive land reform legislation, the land
use pattern in Metro Manila did not change markedly, It continued to benefit the modern economic sector and the upper 20. 'percent of the family income distribution, which were the only groups able to afford a' land. use
system based on land as a commodity. The modern sector .will continue to
·expand at the expense of the more traditional forms. of land use which will
continuously be squeezed out from the more favorable urban locations. to
fringe areas or. otherwise marginal and uneconomic places. In a similar vein,
· the segregation of urban functions will continue with only the most capitalintensive (e.g., hotels, modern tertiary sector and luxury condominiums)
being able to compete in the central urban areas. Such a pattern of Iand use
: will inevitably further widen the existing spatial and social imbalance within
· theMMA..
Conclusion'

•

Turning back to the initial questioriof this article, an explanation has'·
.. to' be given as to why the actual performance of the metropolitan government did not meet Its original goals. One major factor contributing to what
the press has referred to as an "experiment in failure"28 was that the creation of the MMC followed primarily political motives of regime stabilization,
When President Marcos declared martial lawi~ 1972, the local government
units in Metro Manila were essentially political strongholds of the opposition,
· which at that time fiercely fought against the government's development
strategy of replacing the country's import-substituting industrialization. by
an export-oriented industrialization. 2 9 In 1972, Marcos' ruling Nacionalista
· Party.(NP) was only able to control two of the 17 local councils in the MMA,
·while in five, others it had at .least reached a pact with the oppositionist
Liberal Party (LP) in terms of council seats. With regard to the vice mayors,
the ratio was five to 11 in favor of the LP, and only among mayors did' the .
NP enjoy a slight advantage of nine to seven, although the latter figure disguises the fact that among the five biggest and economically most important
local units of Metro Mimiia, e.g., the City of Manila, Quezon City, Pasay
City, Caloocan City and Makati, only one mayor was an NP} 0 Considering
tha Metro Manila is the economic core region of the nation as far as non-agricultural activities' are concerned.:' I it becomes quite clear that the opposition's strongly entrenched position in the local governments of Metro Manila ','
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gave. it enormous political leverage to impede the governmental develop·ment strategy. Hence, the martial law administration had to exert effort to
get control of the decision-making processes in Metro Manila. Such strategic
·considerations dominated all other aspects which were cited as rationale for
the restructuring of metropolitan government. In this sense, the expansion
and improvement of public services, although objectively contributing to
regime stabilization, received only secondary priority. The reorganization of
the metropolitan government wasthus one more step in the long sequence of
· measures which the martial law administration undertook in order to con, solid ate its rule: the enactment of a new Constitution, the suspension of the
Congress and the dissolution of political parties, the granting of wide powers
to the military, and a tight control over the mass media. The regular holding
of plebiscites (referenda), the revitalization of political parties, the holding
of both national (1978) and local (1980) elections were further steps aimed
· at providing the martial law administration with democratic l e g i t i m a c y . .
Another explanation for the generally unsatisfactory performance of
the metropolitan government in terms of service delivery, especially with
regard to the urban poor, is the fact. that the metropolitan government was
mainly staffed with technocrats who were trained in the spirit of US-oriented
modernization theories. This group of administrators, together with leading
, politicians of the regime, perceived urban development primarily in terms of
Western-style modern sector development. Traditional life-styles, values,
forms of land use and income generation were seen as incompatible with
such a development perspective. These were viewed as obstacles to modernization, and consequently had to be eradicated. The articulation of demands
and attempts to participate in decision-making by a public affected by these
modernization strategies were brushed aside as politicking, as traits of the
"Old Society," and a costly and time-consuming impediment to rational and
efficient administration. 3 2
A brief follow-up research in December 1984 essentially confirmed
earlier findings: that as a policy-making instrument, the metropolitan government was closely linked to the martial law regime and 'its leading exponents,
namely the First Lady and the President. Martial law and theMMC/MHS
setup were mutually dependent upon each other: for the authoritarian gov'ernment the MMC/MHS was an important structure to' further consolidate
.its rule and to gain control over the metropolitan capital, the centerpiece
~f the' Philippine political system. The MMC/MHS could only perform
these functions efficiently as long as martial law remained unchallenged and
permitted the government to act as a cohesive block. It seems plausible to
assume that with the end of the Marcos administration, the present so-called
"commission-type" of metropolitan government will disappear as, well and
give way to a form of metropolitan government which would be compatible
with the prevailing power configuration and the interests of the new set of
· rulers.'
'
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In fact, cracks in the regime's Metro Manila fortress have been observed
since the formal lifting of martial law in January 1981. Since then, the regime has experienced a gradual process of disintegration, the causes of
which are manifold: the deterioriating economic situation, lack of.legitimacy,
lack of responsiveness towards the needs of the average Filipino, military
abuses, etc. This process of disintegration has rapidly gained momentum
after the Aquino assassination and the intensified political and. economic
crisis sparked off by this event. For the first time since the declaration of
martial law, the Marcos administration was openly challenged and virtually
found itself under a state of siege. Not surprisingly, the rapid erosion of the
government's legitimacy did not spare the metropolitan government,
which subsequently lost its status of a sacred cow. As early as 1980, former
Manila councilor Gemiliano Lopez, Jr. had already filed a case in the
Supreme Court questioning the constitutionality of the MMC. The case is
still pending. In a similar vein, the United Democratic Opposition (UNIDO)
and even some candidates of the administration party, the Kilusang Bagong
Lipunan (KBL), made the MMC a major issue during the Batasang Pambansa
election campaign in 1984, attacking what was considered a failure to improve the service standards within the MMA. The opponents of the MMC
scored a great victory. UNIDO reaped 15 of a total of 21 parliamentary seats
in the capital, despite the fact that the KBL mobilized the entire MMC apparatus down to the last barangay in support of the regime. 'Immediately after
the opening of the newly elected Batasang Pambansa, UNIDO filed a bill
asking for the abolition of the MMC and seeking the reinstatement of the
old mayor-council system in the MMA. It was argued that such a change
would result in a more effective service delivery and give back autonomy to
the local governments. Like in other fields of policy-making, the government
seemed to compromise with the opposition in order to absorb the wave of
protests. A study with the goal of thoroughly scrutinizing the existing setup
was commissioned to the University of the Philippines Law Center which
later proposed the election of the Governor and the creation of a Metro
Manila Assembly with consultative functions. In general, however, the vast
powers of the present MMC top executives were left untouched.
The conflict over the structure will intensify as the local elections
scheduled for 1986 approaches. But while the metropolitan reorganizations
of 1975 obviously did not fulfill its officially-stated goals, neither will the
"nostalgia" proposals of the UNIDO opposition contribute to an improvement of living conditions within the MMA, as was amply demonstrated
before 1975. Whatever the ultimate form of metropolitan government will
be, no significant changes in the pattern of service delivery and living conditions will be brought about as long as metropolitan governance is primarily
considered as a vehicle in the national political power game.
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